THE TEMPTINGPLACES WEBSITE IS GETTING A MAKEOVER!
TemptingPlaces, the first collection of unique boutique hotels around the world, is
delighted to unveil its new website.
To offer a new browsing experience and even more simplicity to escape, the pioneering brand
referencing unique and experimental boutique hotels has carefully redesigned
www.temptingplaces.com. Here is where the travel journey begins…

AMAZE
The client can now experience a real
immersion in any destinations of the world:
from Sri Lanka to the Caribbean islands, from
the English Riviera to the heart of the French
vineyards. All of those are unique travel
experiences for which you will be ready to
cross the last few meters by 4x4, canoe or
take an unexplored road. Boutique hotels
have been selected with passion and
TemptingPlaces now unveils them as a
confidence…

CLICK TO
DISCOVER

CREATE A CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Undeniably more ergonomic and
modern, the new website is designed
to anticipate the needs of Internet
users and offer a smooth adapted
navigation. From creating a journey
that matches travelers looking for a
« gold stone », a coherent and
seamless experience awaits them thanks to a fully responsive website
that fits all screens. TemptingPlaces
invites users to live a "cross-channel" experience by continuing their exploration on social networks, by
phone or by email. The tailor-made experience takes on its full meaning with a TemptingPlaces
concierge service that responds to customer requests, for a stay in complete serenity.
FACILITATE
Finally, the development of the new version of the temptingplaces.com website is the result of constant
adjustment to customers’ expectations. Intuitive, user-friendly and fast: everything has been designed
to ease the decision-making and booking process. The website offers different entry points with a search
by hotel as well as destinations and travel inspirations: gastronomy, nature, well-being, mountain,
seaside, city-trip.
As you search, you can learn more about the history of TemptingPlaces and its commitment to providing
travelers with memorable experiences. Let yourself be carried away by the soul and authenticity of the
most unique establishments in the world...
Sleek design, modern look and responsive web design approach, the brand new website of
TemptingPlaces has been designed by the web agency MMCréation specialized in the hotel industry,
and is now online: www.temptingplaces.com. There are journeys to live that cannot be forgotten....
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